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USAlD/Kabul    TOAID A 969.       UNCLASSIFIED 5    17 
  

irrigation, hydroelectric and other developmental programs within the Helmand Valley 
area, to develop and operate a hydrological network of stations within HVA, and to 
train necessary personnel. It also will provide data necessary for successful 
drainage of project lands, so that they can be made sufficiently productive for 
sound agriculture and the settlement into permanent communities of the presently 
nomadic population. 

Specific activity targets or and results desired, include: 

a. To collect basic hydrological data needed to effectively develop irrigation, 
drainage, land use, flood control andhydro-power projects in the Helmand 
Valley. 

b. To develop within HVA by mid-1965 a competent organization for the collection 
and analysis of such hydrological data and the preparation of related reports, 
Through these reports it is believed maximum efficiency can be obtained in 
the use of available water, resulting in maximum agricultural production, 
The reports will also provide necessary data for planning drainage, hydro- 
power development; flood control measures, and further irrigation development 

c. In the process of developing this hydrological organization, to train Afghans 
(both in field and office procedures) to adequately operate and supervise a 
network of 16 discharge and/or stage stations and 4 evaporation and weather 
stations so that further U.S. technical or supervisory assistance is no 
longer needed; and to give training in the compilation of hydrological and 
weather data including stream flow, rainfall run-off correlations, canal 
and evaporation losses, and watershed snowfall data so that accurate fore- 
casts and intelligent management can be made of water supplies. While the 
project is presently limited to the Helmand Valley project, Afghan 
technicians so trained will be capable of planning, developing and carrying 
out similar activities in other areas of the country. 

While these are specific objectives of the hydrological project, this project 
cannot be easily divorced from that of the overall parent project with its objective 
of ultimately adding large areas to the productive lands of Afghanistan. As such, 
then, the hydrological project plays an important part in increasing the probability 
of success of the HVA itself. 

Success of the HVA project will eventually bring under cultivation several 
hundred thousand additional acres of presently useless desert land. On this land 
it will be possible to grow much of the food, feed and fiber now imported into 
Afghanistan at considerable cost of foreign exchange badly needed for other purposes. 
It can provide raw materials needed for budding Afghan industrial projects such as 
its fabric plants.  It can introduce, as a substitude for existing hand farming and 
small tool culture farming methods, a more economic method of machine cultivation. 
Land which is potentially capable of growing two crops a year can be used at more 
nearly peak potential instead of lying fallow. Now crops and products can be raised, 
including the development of a dairy industry. The income of the farmers canyfreatly 
increased, and with it GNP of the country. 

The biggest change, of course, will come to the people themselves. At present, 
most of the Helmand Valley is used only by nomadic hersmen who move across it from 
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